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American History and race inform the art I create through the lens of news
media, print technologies and whiteness. My son is African American and I
am Caucasian.
Hybrids of technology are described as innovative. Race blending does not
enjoy this same celebration of legitimacy. Yet, when describing machines,
both heroic discoveries and bastardized contraptions define American
ingenuity. This contradiction is where I’m compelled to bend and explore the
context of my print materials beyond traditional ink on paper.
Historical archives endure to reveal the paradox between American “white”
benevolence and prejudice. “We choose to go to the moon” rallied the
world to comprehend the future in 1962. One year later “I have a dream”
plead Americans to champion the gravity of Constitutional hypocrisies.
White men stood on the lunar surface within that decade while racism
persists today.
How is it that human engineering perenially surpasses human ideology?
How do my intentions to raise an African American son resemble America’s
contradictions more than its convictions? How can the white ego touch the
moon, but fail to grasp the dream?
I lean upon print media itself to relay contextual and metaphorical themes.
The technological evolution of news, print and electronic publishing mirrors
trends and pressures throughout American culture. Halftones, color
separations, values and reversals are each terms attributed to the fidelity of
quality print reproduction. A poetic investigation of these industry standards
of measure transforms them into charged definitions with ironic parallels to
the complexion of contemporary life in America.
Growing up in the wake of the Civil Rights era South and the Florida based
Space Race of the 1970s, these influences drive an inquiry into facades
and propulsion of civil technologies. My hybrid digital and analog images
include sculptural applications of wax, aluminum, embossment, stencil
forms, rubbings, printed inks, drawing and punctures. These prepared
sheets offer membranes to cut away, peel back, emboss, print and expose
material and color. ■

